
PLAYER STATES
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Climbs on a rail
Gets off the rail
and touches 

the ground

Gets off the rail
and touches 
the ground

Gets off the rail and touches the ground

Gets off 
the rail

in the air Gets off the 
rail in the air

Land on a 
rail if rotated

Gets off the 
rail in the airSail up

Sail down

Sail down

Sail down

In the air

On the ground

Grinding

Trick input:
buttons/right joystick

Trick input:
buttons/right joystick

No trick input for Z seconds

No trick input for Z seconds

Quick lerp

Quick lerp

No movement input 
for W seconds

and
not in «Regular»

No left joystick h-axis 
input for W seconds

and
not in «Grinding»

Left joystick 
h-axis input

No movement 
input for V seconds

and
in «Regular»

No movement input  
for V seconds and in 

«Grinding»

Any movement 
input

Computer controls 
the avatar

Computer controls 
the avatar

While 
only trick 

inputs

Land on a 
rail

While 
only trick 

inputs

While any 
movement 

input

While left 
joystick, 

h-axis input

Movement input:
left joystick

Movement input:
left joystick, h-axis only

Air control
Sail up
Regular

Regular

Grinding

Grinding

Sloppy

Fallen

Tricking

Tricking

Flipped
Rotated

Rotated

Sail down

Sail down

Sail down

Sail down

Trick

Trick

Trick

Trick

Goes in the air

Touches the      
ground
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nd
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Touches the ground

There is a jump height/air 
duration threshold for the 
avatar to be considered «in 
the air» for the trick system

While only 
movement 

input

Touches the ground or rail if flipped

Legend:

Air control/Trick Indicates if the player has air 
control or can perform tricks

Indicates if visually the sail is 
up or down

The board is parallel to the slope, and the ava-
tar is facing downards, ready to land.
Landing in this position constitutes a successful 
landing.

All the tricks from the previous jump are consi-
dered failed, no attack is launched, there is no 
speed boost. The player gets a minor speed re-
duction, and after a few moments gets back to 
their normal state. There is a special animation 
for this landing.

All the tricks from the previous jump are consi-
dered failed, no attack is launched, there is no 
speed boost. The player gets a major speed 
reduction, and after a few moments (longer 
than for sloppy) gets back to their normal state. 
There is a special animation for this landing 
(other than the sloppy one).

The player is grinding on a «rail». The sail is au-
tomatically down, the board is perpendicular 
to the rail. Getting off the rail and touching the 
ground constitutes a successful landing. Getting 
off the rail into the air lets the player continue 
their trick combo.

The player has initiated and not completed a 
flip or rotation.
Landing in this position constitutes a failed lan-
ding and leads to the fallen state.

The player is executing a trick/pose, but has not 
initiated a flip nor a rotation.
Landing in this position constitutes a failed lan-
ding, and leads to the sloppy state.

Sail up/down

Regular

Flipped
Rotated

Tricking

Sloppy

Fallen

Start


